ODLSS PROGRAMS*, SY18-19

School Type

- ES - Traditional
- ES - Specialty
- HS - Traditional
- HS - Specialty

* All schools in the Chicago Public Schools system serve the needs of students with disabilities. This ODLSS Programs Map is being provided for informational purposes only to highlight programs that are not available at every school and require an ODLSS school assignment. Programs and program locations are subject to change yearly and, in some instances, during the school year. Program seat availability can also change throughout the school year. A student’s assignment to an ODLSS program on this map is strictly based on the program’s ability to implement the Individualized Education Program (IEP) and least restrictive environment determined by the IEP team. When determining a school assignment, ODLSS follows federal and state regulations and considers: 1) the school closest to the child’s home; 2) available seats in a school that can provide the supports and services documented in the IEP; and 3) the school’s ability to implement the child’s IEP.